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Abstract
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Introduction

Bike Share systems are becoming increasingly popular in urban areas. With growing membership and expansion
of service comes many operational challenges. A major challenge in their operations is the unbalanced demand
and supply at bike stations as a function of time. Figure
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shows number of bike trips in Jan 2017, aggregated

into time intervals of 30 minutes according to start time, and summed across all days. We see that there is a
clear temporal dependence of bike demand. Similarly, work districts have a higher demand during evening rush
hours whereas residential areas have a higher demand during mroning rush hours.
Most bike share systems employ active rebalancing to ease the pressure at peak times. This means transporting a certain number of bikes from inactive stations to more active stations, or between stations and storage,
in order to maximize the usage of each bike and ease supply and demand inbalance problems across bike stations
at dierent times.
A quantitative, predictive model for the demand and supply would help operators plan bike transports more
eciently. This project aims to build such a model for bike arrivals at stations within one-hour time intervals,
as a function of the following parameters:

•

time of day, divided into 24 one-hour intervals

•

whether a day is a weekend/federal holiday

•

maximum and minimum temperature of a day

•

precipitation

The output of our model will be the number of bike demand at a station within the one-hour time interval.
Moreover, we also employ customer-level data, including:

•

gender

Figure 1: Bike usage in January 2017 as a function of time, discretized to 30-minute intervals.
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Figure 2: Example of original data from Citi bike

•

age

combined with the above parameters, to predict the duration of a trip departing from a station. For the demand
prediction problem, we use linear regression as a baseline, and in addition use deep neural networks to perform
prediction of the number of bikes and the duration of trips.

The models are built using Tensorow's linear

regression and deep neural network API.
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Related Work

There has been several previous academic and non-academic work studying the bike share demand prediction
problem. The paper approach diers substantially from the present study in that their main covariate is the
number of taxi trips during morning rush hours.

They nd that there is a substantial positive correlation

between the number of bike trips and number of taxi trips. However, such data is not readily available when
we want to make real-time predictions. So in our study we only employ data available from bike share system
itself, combined with readily-available weather information. A point worth noting from Cornell paper is that
they aggregate bike stations based on neighborhoods characterized by economic and demographic variables, and
nd that analyzing pairwise trips at the neighborhood level instead of looking at individual stations in bike
sharing systems can improve the predictions improves the predictions. In our study, we focus on station-level
predictions, but plan to pursue their suggestion in the future.
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Dataset and Features
1

We use system data avaialble from Citi bike's website . The Citi bike data set contains information about each
bike trip taken, including starting date and time, starting station, end station, trip duration, and customer age
and gender. See Figure 2 for a snippet of data le.
We use trip data from June to August 2017, with 20000 number of training examples and 6000 number of
test examples. In order to perform regression on the demand of bikes, we discrete each day into 24 one-hour
intervals, count the number of bikes departing from each station in each time interval, determine whether each
date is a work day, i.e. not weekend or federal holiday, and nally associate weather data to each date. Weather
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data is obtained from National Centers' for Environmental Information website . A snippet of the processed
data is shown in Figure 3.
As an illustration of how weather aects bike usage, we selected a pair of stations with relatively high usage
during morning rush hours. Station Pershing Square North is near Grand Central, and Station East 24th
Street and Park Avenue South is in the Flatiron District, with shops, oce space, as well as a university. Figure
shows the number of trips from the former to the latter in March 2017 between 6 to 6:30 am, as a function of the
temperature during that time. We see a clear dependence on temperature. Moreover, bike usage patterns have
a strong dependence on whether a given day is work day or weekend/holiday. So we also select this categorical
variable as one of our features. For the problem of predicting trip duration given starting station and additional
features such as customer age and gender, we used similar processing methods.

1
2

https://www.citibikenyc.com/system-data
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cdo-web/datasets/GHCND/stations/GHCND:USW00094728/detail
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Figure 3: Processed data for bike demand prediction. Count is the number of bikes rented from the station
within the time interval.

Figure 4: Weather dependence of bike usage between Pershing Square North and East 24th Street and Park
Avenue South
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Methods and Experiments

5.1

Linear Regression

Our baseline model for both demand and trip duration predictions is linear regression. The loss function for
linear regression is given by

m

`(θ) =

1 X (i)
(θx − y (i) )2 + αkθk2
m
i=1

where

α

is the strength of regularization to prevent overtting and we have used the convention that

x(i)

has

entry 1 for the intercept term. The loss is minimized with gradient descent,

θ ← θ − β∇`(θ)
with a learning rate

5.2

β

of 0.01.

Regression with L2 loss and Neural Network

As a comparison for both prediction problems, we used a two-hidden-layer neural network with L2 loss with
regularization. The forward propagation for this neural network is given by

ŷ = W [2] a[1] + b[2]
a[1] = Sigmoid(W [1] a[0] + b[1] )
a[0] = Sigmoid(W [0] x + b[0] )
with regularized loss function

`(W, b) =

m

2

k=1

i=1


X
1 X (k)
(ŷ − y (k) )2 + α
kW [i] k2 + kb[i] k2
m
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RMSE (1/1000 seconds)

Training Error

Test Error

Linear Regression

0.552630

0.593969

Neural Network Regression

0.556546

0.545661

Table 1: RMSE of Trip Duration Prediction with linear regression and neural network regression.

The conventional optimization method for back-propagation is gradient descent. For each mini batch, we
calculate the gradients of

`

with respect to

W [i] , b[i] ,

and use the update rule

θ ← θ − α∇p `M B
where

θ

is a parameter and

α=5

is the learning rate.

For the implementation of neural network through DNNRegressor on Tensorow, we use AdamOptimizer
proposed in that comes with the Tensorow package. Briey, the idea of the Adam (adaptive moment estimation)
optimization method is as follows. As in gradient descent, it updates weights based on gradient, but the main
dierence with gradient descent is that Adam maintains parameter-specic learning rates and also adpatively
changes them based on the rst and second moments of the gradients of the weights in recent iterations. More
specically, it calculates an exponential moving average of the gradient and its norm squared, and parameters

β1 and β2 control the decay rates of the two moving averages. After some tuning of parameters,
α = 0.001, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and  = 0.1 in the input to AdamOptimizer in Tensorow.
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we selected

Results and Discussion

6.1

Trip Duration Prediction

We used data from June, July and August 2017, randomly selected 50000 data points, split them randomly into
training data (70% ) and test data

(30%),

and performed 10-fold cross-validation on the training data. We use

root mean squared error as the metric to evaluate our model. The RMSE is given by

v
u
m
u1 X
RMSE=t
(y (i) − ŷ (i) )2
m
i=1

for each run, we have 10 cross-validations each yielding a root mean squared error. We take the average of the
10 to obtain the training error. Similarly, the test error is simply the RMSE using the parameters trained using
the training sample. See Table 1 for the nal training and test errors for linear regression and neural network
regression.

As mentioned before, we used AdamOptimizer on Tensorow to minimize the loss.

tuning of parameters, we selected

α = 0.001, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999,

and

 = 0.1

After some

in the input to AdamOptimizer

in Tensorow.
Note that before we ran the algorithms, we performed data normalization. More specically, we rescaled
each feature column with

f − fmean
fmax − fmin
and we rescaled the label vector, which is the vector of trip durations in seconds, by dividing it by 1000. This
will give us an easy interpretation of the RMSE for the experiments. Figure 5 shows the training loss of over
10000 epochs, and test error using averaged cross-validated for linear regression and neural network.
As we can see, the cross-validated training error is close to test error for neural network, meaning that the
model is not overtted. A 0.55 RMSE corresponds to 550 seconds of error, which is about 9 minutes. Linear
regression and neural network have comparable training error, but linear regression appears to be overtted
compared to neural network.
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Figure 5: Left, training loss of DNN and right, training loss of linear regression. Blue dots are test errors using
corss-validated average training parameters.

Figure 6: Left, training loss of DNN and right, training loss of linear regression. Blue dots are test errors using
corss-validated average training parameters.

6.2

Demand Prediction

We used data from June and July 2017 as training data, and August 2017 as test data. We performed 10-fold
cross validation to produce 10 dierent sets of trained parameters and averaged them as the parameter for test
set. We also calculated the average loss of the 10 experiments as the training loss. Figure 6 shows the training
loss as a function of epochs.
As before we rescaled each column of the feature and label data.
The training loss for both linear and neural network have periodically increasing loss. We changed several
hyperparameters, but this pattern persists. We suspect that this is due to improper normalization of data, and
will investigate this further in future work.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We performed linear and neural network regression to predict the demand for bikes at bike share stations, as
a function of time, day of week, temperature, and precipitation, and to predict the duration of bike trips as a
function of age and gender of customer. We see that the duration prediction has a good t of training data and
small generalization error, but prediction of number of trips seems to yield periodically increasing loss, which is
something that should be addressed in future work.
As the weather data we could import on a large scale was only for each 24-hour period, the dependence
on weather was not very strong. However, we are working on scraping ner historical weather data, and that
should improve the prediction results considerably. It would also be interesting to model trips between pairs of
stations, and build models to predict the destination given customer information and starting station. We plan
to do this in future work. As rebalancing eorts by Citi bike accounts for a signicant amount of bike transfers,
it is also important to incorporate those transfers, if we are able to access more detailed data.
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